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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

REVIEWS/ ARTICLES

Mark Kermode – audio review
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02n9yqz 

Sight and Sound 
http://old.bfi.org.uk/sightandsound/review/5013

Task- listen to the audio review. Make notes on what the 
reviewer says about:
Genre- hybridity, the history of horror and audience 
reception.
Industry- the studio, the director. 

Task- read the Sight and Sound review. In what ways does the 
reviewer contextualise the film in terms of genre, audience 
and the era in which it was made?

SYNOPSIS

In present-day Los Angeles, bank loan officer Christine 
is visited by an elderly gypsy woman, Sylvia Ganush, who 
asks for an extension on her mortgage payment. Though 
sympathetic with the old woman’s crisis, Christine denies 
Ganush an extension to prove herself to her boss. Ganush 
blames Christine for “shaming” her and vows to take revenge. 
She tears a button from Christine’s coat and curses her. 
Later, Christine and her boyfriend Clay Dalton meet the 
fortune teller, Rham Jas who tells Christine that she is being 
haunted by an evil spirit. At home, Christine is attacked by 
the spirit and has nightmares about Ganush. Rham Jas who 
explains that as long as Christine is the owner of an accursed 
object, she will be haunted by a powerful demon called the 
Lamia that will torment her for three days before taking her 
to Hell for eternity.

POINTS TO CONSIDER

• The film maker Sam Raimi has a background in horror, 
making the infamous and influential Evil Dead (1981). 
However, Raimi found more mainstream success filming 
the original Spider-Man trilogy (2002-2007)

• The film has a strong, developed female lead, and the plot 
hinges on issues surrounding women in the workplace. 

• The film is a hybrid horror/comedy which is a hallmark of 
Raimi, who could be considered an auteur. 

• The film is age certified at 15: does the hybridity mitigate 
the film’s more visceral spectacle?

INTERVIEWS WITH FILM MAKER

http://www.indielondon.co.uk/Film-Review/drag-me-
to-hell-sam-raimi-interview 

Task- what observations does the director make about 
audiences and horror?

DIRECTOR Sam Raimi

SCREENWRITERS Sam Raimi, Ivan Raimi

STARRING Alison Lohman, Justin Long

PRODUCTION COMPANY Ghost House Pictures

DISTRIBUTOR Universal Pictures

BUDGET $30 million

BOX OFFICE $90.8 million

Drag me to hell (2009)

TRAILER  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUZTybLlWKI
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